
 
 

Teaching Residency at Nari Gunjan Prerna School, Patna 
(June - November 2019 and ongoing) 

 
 
"I want to learn many more textile techniques and teach them to others when I grow up. I want 
to go outside and teach how a t-shirt is designed and a dupatta is dyed." 

- workshop participant 
 
Artreach at Nari Gunjan since 2017 

Over the past six months artist Aditi Raman has led an exciting series of workshops as 
part of Artreach’s Teaching Residencies (TRs) at Nari Gunjan Prerna school for 
Musahar Dalit girls, Patna (Bihar). Since 2017, Artreach has had seven different visual 
artists, from India, Bosnia and the UK lead painting, visual storytelling and textile design 
TRs. The participants have mostly remained steady (the same 20 girls), who have now 
acquired a wide range of creative skills and confidence in their abilities to express their 
individual ideas through new media.  

 

Aditi Raman’s Teaching Residency at Nari Gunjan  

The aim of Aditi’s long durational TR was to introduce participants to a new media every 
time and orient them towards textile and design skills, which could lead to career 
opportunities for the girls. 

Aditi Raman now lives in Bangalore, but was born in Bihar. She has a Master's degree 
in Kala Bhavana, Santiniketan with textile as her specialization. In her own works, she 
uses quilts and pillows as surfaces to draw and write on with different textile techniques. 
She has worked with schools & organizations as art and textile educator and 
participated in various group exhibitions across India.  



With her skills in both drawing, painting, design and textile work, and her relationship to 
Bihar, the Artreach team felt that Aditi was ideally suited for taking Prerna home 
participants to the next step! 

Every two months Aditi conducted 6 days of workshops with the 20 girls from the 
school. Through these sessions, participants explored various textile techniques like: 

● Tie and dye 
● Applique 
● Kantha stitching 
● Designing and creating products at the end of the residency like scarves, cushion 

covers and tapestries 

 

WORKSHOP 1 - Kantha Stitch Embroidery and Applique 

●  Began by looking at images of artworks by textile artists from India and abroad 
● Inspired by the images, each participant created their own drawings on paper 
● They chose which of their drawings was fit to transfer to cloth 
● Aditi demonstrated and explained Kantha stitching technique  
● Each participant created one Kantha stitched fabric, also adding scraps of cloth 

to finish these beautiful textile-images. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

        

 

        

 

 

‘I am really impressed by the learning ability of girls at Nari Gunjan because they are too young 
to do textile works but they performed so well. They learnt the process well and they stitched the 
drawing outlines using Kantha Stitch very neatly. I am happy to be their guide.’ 

- Notes from Aditi’s diary for this workshop  

 

 



 

WORKSHOP 2 - Tie and Dye 

● Each participant washed their cloth piece to make it starch free 
● Aditi demonstrated different techniques knotting and tying 
● They learnt how to prepare dye and the entire process of dying multiple colours on a 

piece of cloth 
● Each participant created their own tie and dyed dupattas and scarves. 
● Some of them even decorated it by adding pom-poms and embroidered patterns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

     

 

 “I really loved the workshops. We earlier thought we would be doing only painting and drawing. 
But this time we dyed dupattas and painted on T-shirts. The best was to tie and dye the 
dupattas. It is so amazing to see the patterns when we opened the dupattas.” 

- workshop participant 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Visit to Bihar Museum - 

 

● Aditi took students for a visit to the Bihar Museum. She encouraged them to see, 
observe and learn.  

● They visited a show titled ‘Blurred Parameters Blurred Identities” in which few North-East 
Indian artists exhibited their works. The exhibition was about motherland and nature, 
where artists used natural materials like mud, branches of trees, handmade paper, 
threads, fruits, paddy grains, stones etc to create artworks.  

● Girls found the use of material very interesting. It was surprising to see them connecting 
with the artworks deeply. 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

Workshop 3 - T-shirt designing 

● Participants designed and painted t-shirts on their own for this workshop.  
● First, they drew their designs on paper then transformed it on t-shirts.  
● They used fabric paints for the painting.  
● They also dyed dupattas/scarfs and added applique work and embroidery on it. 
● On the last day, there was a small display and open day at the school for all the children 

and teachers. Sudha Varghese, founder of Nari Gunjan School was very happy to see 
the outcome of the workshops. She kept some of the dupattas, t-shirts and cushion 
covers as samples. 

 

 

 

Notes from Aditi’s diary - 

I am very happy that Sudha Di liked the workshop results. Makes me feel happy and proud that 
this workshop may become a way for the girls to be more confident and economically 
independent. Students have enjoyed the time with me and they loved the process. Sudha di 
also came to select some pieces for the school itself and she told me to come again as soon as 
possible. To wrap up the Teaching Residency we all watched a movie and played Antakshari 
together. 

It was wonderfully done!! 

 

 



 

Artreach at Nari Gunjan (April-December 2020) 

Having seen the beautiful results of Aditi’s first TR over 2019, and how much they girls have 
loved it and learnt from it, Artreach team is very keen to continue with her as our leading artist at 
Nari Gunjan for another series of workshops, similar in model to last year. 

Aditi too has expressed her interest in bringing another set of skills around textile product 
making, such as printing on fabric, making textile jewellery etc. and is keen to lead another year 
of workshops.  

Artreach team is so grateful to Katherine Hay for her continuing support of this programme, and 
to Sudha Varghese, all the Nari Gunjan staff and students for the commitment to our 
workshops.  

 

 

 


